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Troubleshooting why an employee 
is paid incorrectly

There can be several reasons an employee did not receive the correct pay.  Here are 
some ways to identify why the employee did not receive a pay or the pay was incorrect:

• Verify the I-9 is “verified” and not expired in I-9 Management and under the Work 
Relationship in Pitt Worx

• If the I-9 is incomplete or expired, the employee will not process through the payroll.
• Verify the salary is updated

• If the salary was not updated and approved in time for the payroll, this will result in a 
discrepancy in their pay.

• Verify the ICP is correct and approved
• If the ICP has not been fully approved, it will not process through the payroll.
• The ICP must have the correct end-date, which is always the last day of the pay 

period, in order to process through payroll correctly.
• ICP payments are not prorated. The ICP payment will be for the exact amount 

entered in Pitt Worx.
• Verify the contract dates are correct

• Incorrect contract end-dates for 4/4, 8/8, 9/9, and 10/10 can result in the employee 
not processing through the payroll correctly. Note: 12/12 employees will continue to 
run through the payroll regardless of the contract end-dates.



Troubleshooting why an employee 
is paid incorrectly (continued)

• Termination
• Be sure employees are terminated timely to ensure no overpayments.

• Make sure timecards are submitted and approved timely
• If timecards are submitted/approved late, let the employee know it will automatically 

be added to next pay.
• If new hire is not on the register, validate new hire is in Pitt Worx. 

• Employee appointments must be processed and approved in Pitt Worx before an 
employee’s pay can be processed.

• If an employee is not appearing on the register and all their information in Pitt Worx has 
been verified, it could be one of the following two reasons:

• CDC is wrong – check if BW that the CDC is (B) and if Monthly the CDC is (M). 
Submit the action to update the CDC in Pitt Worx if it is incorrect using these 
instructions.

• Your access is not up to date to view all employees.  Double check your Pitt Worx 
access form submission.

https://pitt.sharepoint.com/sites/human-resources/Pitt-Worx/Core%20HR/Check%20Distribution%20Code%20(CDC)%20Change.aspx
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